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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. They guys are really nice and seemingly honest, This lot is a purchase only
site so you have to bring your own financing. Bought at Chevy Equinox for them. After 2 and
half weeks check engine light came on and have had nothing but problems. Sunroof leaks, rust
all under the car, connector replaced, in desperate need of tune up and other issues. I called the
dealership and they said there was nothing they could do. I will never buy another car from
them ever again. I highly recommend you look elsewhere. I drove from 2 hours away. I'm just
going say I was very happy to have found a honest dealership and handled everything as
professionals. The dealer was rude and very dry. He responded to my emails quickly but was
rude in the email While trying to get information about the car he walked away. I had a mechanic
look at the car the dealer has it overpriced the dealer told me to take my money elsewhere. The
car is not levelers and the passenger side door is replaced with duck tape to mimic the leather
that should be there. Very unprofessional I will not recommend anyone. Customer service is key
and these people are money hungry. Golden Rule Auto practices what they preach. Ambrose
was extremely helpful. The customer service was flawless. Drove almost two hours to check out
this car, and it was exactly as advertised. Thank you! Great experience!! Immediately reached
out based on my interest - very responsive and professional. Would recommend Ambrose and
his team!! The car wasn't great. Dakota was very helpful and there were no high pressure sales.
It was a great experience, and we love our new truck! After driving halfway across the state
Adrian was kind enough to stay open late to assist us in our purchase. Vehicle was thoroughly
clean and was accurate to it's description online. Its been a month now and we are still
extremely happy with our vehicle!!!! Would recommend to friends and family! They were very
prompt in responding to me. I went and looked at the vehicle. It was everything they advertised
and I bought the car. I was very impressed with them. It was an awesome experience and I
would recommend them to all in need of a good car. The dealer contacted me and seemed to
honestly describe the condition of the vehicle. He also reached out to me by letting me know I
would be welcome to contact him regarding my decision of purchase. I was contacted quickly
by Nash with regard to my inquiry on CarGurus. He and I talked at length about the particular
automobile I was looking at on their website. I have not purchased a vehicle yet, but would
definitely contact and visit Car House based on texts and phone calls I've had with Nash in the
past. Nash was very helpful. He was extremely kind and his professionalism was very much
appreciated. Was able to get us approved even with our challenged credit scores. Though we
chose to go with a different dealership he is still someone worth trying. Highly recommended.
An anomaly in the used car business. Straightforward, no games good prices. Bought nice car
at a good price. Fernando was great. These guys were awesome!! I def recommend them! They
were very nice and informative. We go a Cruze instead of the Sonic. The BMW 5 Series sedans
and wagon deliver luxury in a car that cares not only about the creature comforts, but also
class-leading handling and performance. If you can swing the price and tackle the iDrive
system, the 5 Series BMW should please almost anyone. Combining space, comfort, and luxury

with superb handling and power, the midsize 5 Series trims will appeal to the most demanding
of consumers, from the serious driver to the daily commuter to the vacationing family. The BMW
5 Series presents a rear-wheel-drive sedan in the base i, mid-range i each of which is also
available in an "xi" version with BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system , and high-end i, as well as
a xi wagon an all-wheel-drive trim reintroduced in With a style last redesigned in , and an engine
revamped in , these midsize luxury sports sedans and wagon receive accolades for their
comfort and luxury while offering handling and a level of driver involvement matched by few
competitors. Only the quirky, oft-discussed styling, confusing iDrive system, and high sticker
price mar an otherwise unblemished driving experience. There are, in fact, very few tweaks to
the 5 Series for New standard features for the year include a four-year subscription to BMW
Assist which contacts dealers when service is due and calls for help in a collision and an
auxiliary input jack for MP3 players. Optional HD radio boosts the audio component. Optional
Night Vision uses thermal-imaging technology to detect animals and people in the dark. A new
sport package option offers a redesigned steering wheel and way adjustable multicontoured
front seats. The engines carry over from a redesign done the previous year, when they became
the only engines in production with a magnesium alloy engine block which lowers their weight.
The i offers a 3. The base i uses a standard manual transmission or an optional six-speed
automatic with Steptronic shifting. The i also offers a 3. Mileage estimates match those for the i
trim, and a manual transmission is again standard, with options including the six-speed
Steptronic automatic and six-speed Sequential Manual Gearbox SMG. Also available for the i,
the SMG uses a computer to determine when to engage and disengage the clutch, leaving
drivers to shift up or down by moving the gear lever or paddles on the steering wheel. While
applauded when used for manual shifting at higher speeds, the SMG encounters rougher waters
in automatic mode at slower speeds. The high-end i sedan runs on a 4. One test drive found
acceleration from zero to 60 took about 5. Drivers can again select from a manual transmission,
six-speed automatic, or six-speed sequential manual gearbox. The xi wagon comes standard
with all-wheel-drive and the 3. Offering the same horsepower hp and torque lb-ft as its sedan
counterpart, the wagon achieves identical mileage estimates 19 city and 27 highway , and offers
similar transmission options. All trims including the wagon are commended for sports-car-like
handling and acceleration, particularly the V8. The inline-six engine is no slouch, however, with
one review claiming that the I6 engines deliver a balance of torque, ease, and responsiveness
unmatched in V6 engines. The manual and automatic transmissions receive equal praise,
although the availability of a manual transmission was widely applauded in reviews. While the i
and i sedans seem to garner universal admiration, the verdict on the i is mixed, with some
reviews calling it sluggish, while others call the entire series â€” including the i â€” a delight to
drive. The xi wagon offers additional storage and hauling with the same handling, acceleration,
and braking as its sedan brethren. Considerations such as the flat load area, four enclosed bins
for storage, cargo tie-downs, bag holders, cargo net, and cargo cover represent convenient
touches. The rear liftgate opens electronically via dashboard control or key fob for easy access
to the storage area and closes itself softly â€” no slamming required. The 5 Series trims are not
as quiet as the 7 Series, according to reviews, but their solid construction and balance offer a
smooth ride without disturbing vibrations or odd noises. The DSC not only helps drivers avoid
skids, but also includes a brake-fade compensation feature increasing hydraulic pressure with
higher brake temperatures , a brake standby feature gently squeezing the brake pads against
the rotors when the driver suddenly takes his or her foot off the gas , and a brake drying feature
removing moisture from the brakes when the windshield wipers are in use. Two options
enhance the handling and driving experience. Active Steering, praised by some for its ability to
increase responsiveness, can automatically execute slight steering corrections without driver
engagement. The Active Roll Stabilization feature offers an electronically controlled,
hydraulically operated system to flatten out cornering at high speeds. Reviewers praise the ride
as smooth and comfortable, with no float, though they also note that the standard suspension front strut and rear multi-link - handles well without any add-ons. The exterior styling of the
BMW 5 Series has been controversial, to say the least, generating a love-hate response from
reviewers. While some compare the look of the 5 Series to two halves of separate cars joined
into one, others accept the curve of the front end, flat sides, and high rear deck as growing less
jarring over time. Xenon adaptive headlights are standard for the i trim and higher, with lenses
that turn with the steering wheel to direct light around a curve. The 5 Series seats five
comfortably with adequate support. The interior is billed as offering a comfortable, spacious
ride for a midsize luxury sedan, particularly in the back seat. Interior space matches its
competitors e. The base i comes standard with leatherette upholstery, automatic climate control
with allergen filtration, and even a rechargeable flashlight for the glovebox. The i adds xenon
adaptive headlights and the optional sequential manual gearbox. The i covers its seats in

Dakota leather and provides a universal garage door opener and an interior lighting package, as
well as Park Distance Control for parking assistance. At best called confusing and complex, and
at worst, a curse, the iDrive controls a number of functions including climate control,
navigation, and audio via a giant aluminum knob on the center console between the front seats.
The knob operates similarly to a point-and-click mouse, requiring the operator to navigate
through layers of menus to adjust the functions controlled by iDrive. Learning the system
requires time. A number of options packages enhance the 5 Series, including a cold weather
package with heated front seats and steering wheel, a sport package with Active Steering, larger
inch performance tires, improved braking, and sport contour seats with way adjustment.
Additional optional technology includes a head-up display HUD , which projects information on
the windshield. Yet another system controlled by the iDrive, the HUD can include speed, cruise
control settings, and navigation instructions. The goal is increased information, but reviews
question its safety based on its potential to distract to the driver. All 5 Series trims include
standard driver, front side, and passenger side airbags, with rear side airbags available as a
dealer-activated option. A tire pressure monitoring system in the inch alloy wheels and antilock
brakes with dynamic brake control are standard for all trims as well. The same features are
praised, and a few criticized. Louder-than-expected road and wind noise were noted when the
sunroof's interior cover is open. Owners who gave their 5 Series BMWs low ratings comment on
repeated trips to the service department shortly after purchase primarily for electronic issues:
sensors, batteries, and satellit
2003 jeep liberty ac compressor
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e radio malfunctions, among others. However, those represent a small fraction compared to the
number of positive owner reviews. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
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